Remarks by spokesman of Islamic Emirate concerning Loya Jirga of Kabul administration

As the Kabul administration continues its search for the survival of its corrupt and illegitimate period, it therefore has called for a supposed ‘consultative’ Loya Jirga which shall decide the future of Afghanistan.

The Kabul administration and various plots under the name of Loya Jirgas over the course of eighteen years were and are misused as tools for the continuation of occupation and widespread administrative and moral corruption as well as cement and protect interests of the invaders.

The Afghan Mujahid nation understands well that for the past eighteen years under the shadow of occupation, our most cherished historical cultural norms, honor and titles have deliberately been used against Islam and our homeland and the higher interests of Afghanistan in an effort to mislead the Muslim Afghan nation.

The superficial ‘Grand Consultative Jirga’ that the hollow Kabul administration is to convene this time around will be no different than the Jirgas and resolutions passed by the supposed ‘Loya Jirgas’ during the end years of the communist regime or that of the year 2013 which approved the extension of occupation and auctioning of Afghanistan under the security agreement.

Such plots and processes are never acceptable to the real and devout sons of this homeland and neither are the resolutions binding.

The Islamic Emirate – as a representative of the its nation – rejects such fake Jirgas and any participation in them and asks all fellow countrymen to not become victims of enemy plots at such a historically sensitive juncture by abstaining from participating in such superficial Jirgas.
The Islamic Emirate is of belief that such efforts under the shadow of occupation are used for protecting the objectives of the invaders and their domestic stooges and are never acceptable nor binding.
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